Metabolic control at the cytosol-mitochondria interface in different growth phases of CHO cells.
Metabolism at the cytosol-mitochondria interface and its regulation is of major importance particularly for efficient production of biopharmaceuticals in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells but also in many diseases. We used a novel systems-oriented approach combining dynamic metabolic flux analysis and determination of compartmental enzyme activities to obtain systems level information with functional, spatial and temporal resolution. Integrating these multiple levels of information, we were able to investigate the interaction of glycolysis and TCA cycle and its metabolic control. We characterized metabolic phases in CHO batch cultivation and assessed metabolic efficiency extending the concept of metabolic ratios. Comparing in situ enzyme activities including their compartmental localization with in vivo metabolic fluxes, we were able to identify limiting steps in glycolysis and TCA cycle. Our data point to a significant contribution of substrate channeling to glycolytic regulation. We show how glycolytic channeling heavily affects the availability of pyruvate for the mitochondria. Finally, we show that the activities of transaminases and anaplerotic enzymes are tailored to permit a balanced supply of pyruvate and oxaloacetate to the TCA cycle in the respective metabolic states. We demonstrate that knowledge about metabolic control can be gained by correlating in vivo metabolic flux dynamics with time and space resolved in situ enzyme activities.